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Hari Olahraga Amal (HOA), which was held on 20 and 21 September 2014 weekend, saw a 

handsome turnout of about 300 people. This year’s HOA has definitely raised the bar; it is the 

largest HOA since its inception in terms of scale, number of sports, turnouts, and sponsorships. 

Despite of the extreme weather on both days, the players and the supporters were very 

enthusiastic. On the first day, it suddenly rained cats and dogs when the futsal match was still 

ongoing. But the rain did not halt the game or quell the players’ and supporters’ enthusiasm. 

Instead, all the teams were still eager to compete for the most-coveted champion title of the year 

by braving the rain without any hesitation. There were 15 futsal teams, made up of at least 100 

players, in total. 
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While it rained heavily on Saturday, the extreme opposite happened on Sunday. The 7 Captain’s 

ball teams, as well as the 10 and 6 male and female basketball teams, were forced to play under 

the scorching sun. Nevertheless, only faces of joy and excitement could be seen. The players’ 

high spirits kept the game alive and the thrill was slowly building up as more teams were 

eliminated on their way to the final. 

The badminton competition was no less exciting. At first, the matches went pretty fast but later in 

the afternoon, as the competition entered its semi-final and final rounds, the games became more 

and more thrilling. Many supporters, who were outside watching the basketball and Captain’s ball 

games, were drawn into the indoor badminton courts to join in the fun. 

At least six different institutions were represented by the different teams in the event, namely the 

National University of Singapore (NUS), Nanyang Technological University (NTU), Singapore 

Management University (SMU), Singapore Institute of Management, Curtin Singapore, and 

Kaplan. Besides these groups, there were also external teams and a handful of junior college 

students who turned up at the event. 

HOA is annual event organized by Indonesian Students Association of National University of 

Singapore (PINUS) to raise fund for the annual social outreach program, Misi Kami Peduli (MKP) 

2014, held at the end of the year. 

 


